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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents conditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
for certain nth-order boundary value problems of the form 
y(n) = f(t, y, y’,..., y(-l’), n 3 3, (1.1) 
y(i)(a) = A, , y(f)(p) = Ar ) y’“‘(y) = A, ) (1.2) 
where 01, l3, y and the x’s are real. It will be assumed throughout this paper that 
f (t, Ul , u, ,.-., un) is continuous on [CX, r] x R”. The approach taken here is 
similar to that of Barr and Sherman [I] and is based on the use of a solution- 
matching technique that assumes existence and/or uniqueness of solutions to 
corresponding problems for the subintervals [cu, Kj and [p, y]. 
We refer to the problems (l.l), (1.2) as three-point problems. This terminology 
differs from Jackson’s definition [3] of a “k-point problem” where the postulation 
of the value of the ith derivative of y(t) at a point presupposes a knowledge of the 
values of all derivatives of order less than i at that point. The result in [l] for the 
third-order problem refers only to the situation when i = j = k = 0 in (1.2) 
and will thus represent a particular case of our results. Even their extension to the 
nth order relates to the “three-point problem” as defined in 131. The results of 
this paper cover a wider class of problems. 
Section 2 deals with results obtained by relying on uniqueness of solutions to 
certain three-point problems. This assumption is replaced in Section 3 by 
suitable monotonicity conditions imposed onf(t, zli , us ,..., u,?) to yield improved 
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results. In Section 4, these theorems are specialized for n = 3. Combining these 
with the results of Conner [2], interval length estimates are arrived at for different 
third-order boundary value problems. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS FOR SOME THREE-POINT PROBLEMS 
The following two theorems illustrate the use of the “matching” technique 
where uniqueness of three-point problems is assumed over the subintervals 
b, PI and [/A 74 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 
(H,) fey each m E R there exist solutions to each of the four boundary value 
problems (1.1) with boundary conditions 
Yk4 = 4 Y y'"-i'(p) = m, y’“-y3) = A,-, (i = 2, 3), n 2 3, 
y’qj) = hj+2 (j = 0, l,..., n-4)whenn>3; W)i 
y’“-l’(p) = A,, , y'"-"'(p) = n1, Y(Y) = hz (i = 2, 3), n > 3, 
Y(W) = 4+2 (j = 0, I,..., n-4)whenn>3; cwi 
(Hz) for each nz E R and each t there exists at most one solution to each of the 
two boundary value problems de$?zed by (1.1) and 
Y(4 = 4 3 y(n-z)(t) = m, ,(-u(p) = h n-1, tE(a,131, n 2 3, 
p’(p) = xj,z (j = 0, l,..., n - 4), n > 3; (2.3) 
y(-)(p) = A,-, ) y(@)(t) = m, y(y) = A, ) te [B, Y), n > 3, 
Y’YP) = h+2 (j = 0, l,..., n - 4), n > 3. (2.4) 
Then there exists a unique solution to the boundary value problem (1.1) with boundary 
conditions 
3’(B) = 4 , y’“-“(p) = Anpl , y(y) = A, , n > 3, 
y(j)@) = xj,, (j = 0, l,..., n - 4), n > 3. (25) 
Proof. By taking t = p in (HP) we see that respective solutions 3rl(t, ITZ) and 
y2(t, m) of the boundary value problems (l.l), (2.1), and (1.1) (2.2)2 exist and 
are unique. We first show that yp-“‘(/3, m IS continuous and a strictly increasing ) . 
function of m and its range is the set of all real numbers. 
Let m2 > m, and consider z(t) = yl(t, m,) - y,(t, m,). Now, x(+‘)(t) > 0 
for all t E (Q’, /3] since otherwise x (n-z)(p) = 0 for some p E (01, /3) which contra- 
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diets (Ha). Also z(a) = 0, ,~(~-~)(t) > 0, t E (ol, p], 1z >, 3 and x(j)@) = 0 
(j = 0, I,..., ?z - Ir), a 3 3 imply that zo-s)(fl) > 0. Hence yy-s)@, 38) is a 
strictly increasing function of m. Suppose yye3’ (fs, m) has a jump discontinuity at 
nz = mr such that yp-“‘(/3, mr-) = a, YP-~)(/~, m,) = b and yp-“‘(p, ml+) = c, 
where monotonicity asserts that a < b < c, ic < c. :Let b, be a real number 
different from b such that a < Z+ < c, and consider the solution Y(f) of the 
problem (l.l), (2.1)s where Y (*-s)(p) = b, . By (I-I,), Y(f) and all its derivatives 
through the fzth order exist and are well defined in [a, p]. In particular, Yo-zl(& 
exists and has a real value, say, K. Then Y(t) is identical with yr(t, K) of (l.l), 
(2.1).2 with m = K and therefore $‘-“‘(/3, K) = 6, which is impossible. Thus, 
y~-3)(/zI, m) is a strictly increasing continuous function of m. 
To prove that yy-“r(/3, m) h as as its range the set of all reals, let us assume that 
for all real m., yp-3’ (p, m) is bounded above, that is, yf-“‘(p, m) < M < ZJ. 
From (II,), the two-point problem (l.l), (2.1), with m = M + 1 has a solution 
Y(t) such that Y(?z-3)(p) = 111 + 1. If we set Y(+“)(fi) = K, we find, as before, 
that yp-“(fi, K) = M + 1 which contradicts our assumption on the upper 
bound. Similarly, y~-“‘(p, m) is not bounded below either. 
An exact parallel treatment shows that ype3) @I, m) is a strictly decreasing 
continuous function of m, the range being the set of all reals. Consequently, 
there eGsts a unique m, such that yye3)(p, m,) = y~-“~(~, ms). Thus, y(;> 
defined as 
where y:“-“(/3, mO) = yp-s)(p, mO) = m, , is a solution of the boundary value 
problem (1.1) (2.5). 
To establish uniqueness, suppose x(t) is another solution distinct from y(f) in 
(2.6). Let the restrictions of x(t) to the subintervals [01? p] and [fl, y] be labeled 
.vr(t) and x%(t) respectively. Then, from hypothesis (II,), sr(t) = yl(t, m*) and 
am E ys(t, m*) where m* = s(‘+ar(p). If m* > RZ,, , the preceding proof 
implies that 
“p’(fl) = y1”-“‘(p, In*) > yy (/3, WZJ = ;“p-“‘@? moj 
> yF-“‘(p, Tn*) = xk-aJ(pj 
which is a contradiction. Thus m* cannot be greater than mzi) and likewise mV 
cannot be less than m, . Hence m* = mO , that is, I = y(t), which proves the 
uniqueness of y(t). 
The following theorem can be proved in the same manner as Theorem 2.1. 
THEORE~A 2.2. Let p, Y E {O, 11. J?O, speci& dues of TV ad Y suppose that 
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(HJ for each m E R there exist solutions to each of the four boundary value 
probbms deJn.ed by (1.1) and the following boundary conditions: 
yya> = Al , y”‘(p) = hiw2 (j = 0, l,..., n - 3), 
y’“-i’(L.$) = m (i = 1,2); (2.7)i 
y’yp) = hjf2 (j = 0, l,..., n - 3), ~(“-i)(j3) = 112, 
Y’“‘(Y) = hz (i = 1, 2). (2.qi 
(Hs) jbfbr each m E R and each t there exists at most one solution to each of the 
two boundary value problems gizven by (1.1) and the conditions 
yy”) = Al ) y(lz-l)(t) = m, 
y(j)(p) = Xj,, (j=O,l,..., n-3), tE(a,/3]; (2.9) 
y’ql) = hj,, (j = 0, l,..., n - 3), 
y(n-l)(t) = m, Y(“)(Y) = A, 7 t E UA 74 (2. IO) 
Then, there exists a unique solution to the boundary value problem (1 .l) with 
boundary conditions 
y’“‘(a) = Al , y(j)@) = A,,, (j = 0, l,..., n - 3), yfy)(y) = A, . (2.11) 
It may be noted that Theorem 5.1 of [I] is a special case of the above when 
p=v=o. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS USING MONOTONICITY CONDITIONS 
We now eliminate the dependence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 on the uniqueness 
of three-point problems over the subintervals [01, p] and [/3,~], by replacing 
this hypothesis in each theorem by suitable monotonicity conditions on 
f (6 Ul , %! ,-*., ZL,). In addition, \ve also assume uniqueness of solutions to initial 
value problems associated with the differential equation (1.1) over each of the 
subintervals [a, p] and [p, y]. We proceed first with a theorem that establishes 
the uniqueness of solutions to the various two-point problems (I .I), (2.7)i and 
(l.l), (24,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that 
(A,) initial aalue problems haae at most one solution on each of the sub- 
intervals [a, /3] and [/7, ~1; 
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(AJ the function f (t, a1 , u, ,..., u,,J satisjes the following monotonicity 
conditions: 
%-I -c 2’13-1 3 (-l>“-‘(z$ - Vi) 3 0 (j = 1, 2,..., * . 71 f > 212 
(t, 
(3.1j 
Ul 
,..., , 
%-I %) 
<f(t, 
v1 
, v.2 ,*.*, z',,-1 9 
%A 
;;;;‘7;1zes 
.I 
? 
and 
urn-1 ( s-1 3 uj < vj (j = 1, 2,..., n - 2) implies 
f(4 111, 212 ,a-*, G-1 , u,) cf (t, Vl > “2 ,.a-> vn-1 , &2), t E cis, r>. 
(3.2) 
Then, for each m E R and for ,u, v E (0, 11, tlzere is at most one solutiofz to each of 
the eight problems (l.l), (2.7)i and (l.l), (2.Q ( = 1, 2) for specijed values of 
p andv. 
Proof. The uniqueness of solution to (1 .l), (2.7), under the above hypotheses 
will be proved. The remaining problems can be treated in an analogous manner. 
Suppose, for a given value of p and a fixed m, there exist two distinct solutions 
yr(t) andya to (l.l), (2.7), . Let w(t) =3jl(t) - y2(t). Then 
&Lya) = w(“-l) (/I) = dyj3) = 0 (j = 0, l,..., n - 3). (3.31 
Since by hypothesis (Al), &-2)(/3) # 0,l e us assume, without loss of generality, t 
that ZU(~-~)(/~) > 0. This, t ogether with (3.3) implies that there exists r E [a, gj 
such that ~(~-a)(r) = 0 and zu(+2)(t) > 0 for all t E (r, /3]. We can therefore find 
suitable p and 4, p E [r, 13) and 4 E (p, p] such that zt~(~-~J(q) = 0 and z@-“(t) > 0 
whenever t E (p, 4). Hence, 
w(“)(q) = lim 
t+*- 
,M)(t) - ~Mi(q) ~ o 
t--4 
Now 7 zu(l’-2)(t) > 0 in (Y, /I] implies w(n-8)(q) > 0 and also that zu(n.-3)(t) 
increases in (2, ,8]. Since ZIP-~)(P) = 0, this yields zdn-3)(t) < 0 for all t E (T, ,FJ 
and, in particular, ZU(*-~) (q) < 0. Continuing this reasoning, we see that 
wf”-l’(q) = 0, w(n-2)(q) > 0, (-l)+j~G(~) > 0 (j = 0, l,..., n - 3). 
By (3.1) this requires Z&E) (4) > 0 which contradicts the earlier evaluation. Thus 
w(t) E 0 which proves the uniqueness of the solution. 
The above theorem is a generalization of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 in [l] and is now 
utilized to formulate the next two results. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the lzypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. If, 
for specijed values of p and v and for every m E R solutions exist for each of the few 
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two-point problems (l.l), (2.7)i , (l.l), (2.Q (i = 1, 2), then a unique solution 
exists fey the three-pointprobbm dejirzed by (1. l), (2.11). 
Proof. For a given m, the hypotheses of the present theorem assures us the 
existence of solutions to problems with boundary conditions (2.7)i, (2.Q 
(i = 1,2), whereas Theorem 3.1 states that the solution to each of these four 
problems is unique. Lety,(t, m) denote the solution correponding to the boundary 
condition (2.7), and let us define VI(~) = yl(& ma) - yr(t, mr) where ma > m, . 
Then, 
W(“)(oI) zzz w(j)(p) = 0 (j = 0, l,..., 71 - 3), w(“-l)(P) > 0. (3.4) 
Now two possibilities arise: 
Case (i). Suppose w(“-l)(t) > 0 for all t E [a, /3]. Then, w(+a)(t) increases 
with t in [a, p]. Further, (3.4) implies that there exists p E [01, /3) such that 
w(+~)(P) = 0. Therefore, I > 0 for all t E (p, /3]. 
Case (ii). There exists 4 E [01, p) such that wo-l)(q) = 0 and wtn-l)(t) > 0 
for all t E (q, /I], We now show that there exists p E [q, /3) such that ~o-~)(p) 3 0 
and consequently ~o-~)(t) > 0 for all t E (p, /3]. Suppose it were not true, that 
is, w(n-2)(t) < 0 for t E [q, /3). This would imply that ZU(~-~)(Q) < 0 and that 
w(+aj(t) is decreasing in [q, /3) and, in particular, w(+~)(Q) > 0. 
Following this line of argument, we see that 
w(n-l)(q) = 0, w(n-2)(q) < 0, (-l)h’“-j’(q) < 0 (j = 0, l,..., n - 3). 
The monotonicity condition (3.1) now implies that w(“)(t~) < 0 which contradicts 
the evaluation of ZU(“)(Q) by the limit 
w(“)(q) = lim 
t-q+ 
W-)(t) - ,(-l)(q) 3 o. 
t----Q 
Thus, in either case, there exists p E [a, fi) such that w(r+2)(t) > 0 for all 
t E (p, p]. This results in ZIJ(~-~)(/~) > 0 and hence yy-2’(/3, m) strictly increases 
with m. Similarly, if y2(t, m) is the solution of the two-point problem (l.l), 
(2.Q , then yr-“‘(/3, m) can be shown to be a strictly decreasing function of m. 
The rest of the proof follows exactly as that for Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that 
(AI) initial value problems have at most one solution on each of the int@vals 
r% PI a=d [;El9 74 ;
(A,) the functz’on f (t, ul, u2 ,..., u,) satisjies the monotonicity conditions 
(3.1)~ (3.2); 
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(&) for all m E R, solutions exist for each of the four boundary value problems 
(ll), (2.1)i) (l.l), (2.2)i (i = 2, 3); 
(AJ fop all m E R, there exists at most one sohtio?l to each of the two boundary 
salz~eproblems (l.l), (2.1)s; (l.l), (2.2)s. T1 ien, there exists a wzique solution to the 
probbm (l.l), (2.5). 
Proof. It may be noted that, for a fixed value of nz, hypotheses (A,), (A,j and 
(As) imply uniqueness of solution to the two problems (l.l), (2.1)s; (l.l), (2.2)s 
since the boundary conditions are equivalent to the conditions (2.7), and (2.8j, 
respectively. Thus, the assumptions in our present theorem insure the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to each of the four problems (l.l), (2.1)i; (l.l)* 
(2.2), (i = 2, 3). Th e rest of the proof follows closely the pattern of proof for 
Theorem 3.2 and is therefore omitted. 
4. INTERVAL LENGTH ESTIMATESFORTHIRD-ORDERBOKJJARYVALUEPROBLEMS 
We now specialize the results of the last section to certain third-order problems 
of the type 
y#’ = f(t, y, y’, yN), (4.1) 
Yya) = y1 > y’q3) = y2 ) y’yy) = y3 (4.21 I 
and establish conditions under which unique solutions exist for the cases when (a> 
(i,j,h) = (p,O,&kb~E@, 11 and (b) (;,i, K) = (0,2,0). In order to arrive 
at the desired results, we assume that f (t, y, y’, y”) is not only continuous on 
[ol, ~1 x Ii3 but also satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
I f(t, Yl 3 Xl 9 4 - f (t, Ye 9 22 3 %)I 
d A I Yl - y2 I + B I Xl - x2 I + c I ZL’l - Z% I (4.3) 
for all (6 y1 , zl , =i), (t, y2 , x2 , zu2) E [OI, ~1 x R3 where A, B, C are nonnegative 
constants. 
Conner [2] has obtained the following criteria for the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions to various two-point boundary value problems associated with the 
third-order differential equation (4.1) when f(t, y, a, W) satisfies the Lipscbitz 
condition (4.3). 
THEOREM 4.1. The two-point problem (4.1) and 
Y(4 = Yl ? y’(a) = y2 , Y'(P) =Y3 
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has a unique solution over [a, ,!3] provided 
Ah3 Bh2 Ch - - - 
12 + 8 + 2 cl9 
where h = p - CL 
(4.4) 
THEOREM 4.2. The two-point problem consisting of Eq. (4.1) and boundary 
conditions 
Y(4 = Yl > yy-4 = ye 3 Y(P) = Y3 
has a unique solution on [OI, i3] ;f 
311” &3 
27 + 
q+m<1. (4.5) 
THEOREM 4.3. Thwe exists a unique solution to the two-point problem (4.1) 
with bomdary conditions 
Y(4 = 3’1 9 Y’(4 = Yz > Y(P) = Y3 
provided 
2Ah3 Bh” 2Ch - __ - 
81 + 6 + 3 (1. (4.6) 
THEOREM 4.4. There exists a unique solution to the two-point problem (4.1) and 
Y’(4 = Yl 3 Y”(4 = Yz 3 Y(P) = Y3 
provided h = fi - 01 satisjies the inequality 
A/$+% +Ch<l. (4.7) 
THEOREM 4.5. A unique solution exists for the two-point boundary value 
problem (4.1) and 
Y(4 = Yl 9 Y”(4 = Y2 2 Y’(P) = 3’3 
if h satisfies the condition 
Ah3 
3+ q+Ch<l. (4.8) 
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We can now combine the results of each of the Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 with 
appropriate Theorems 4.1 through 4.5 to yield interval length estimates for 
different three-point problems, with 12 = /3 - 01 and k, = y - b. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that, on the interval [CX, y], f (t, y, Z, w) satis$es tJze 
follix&zg conditions: 
(a) a LipscJzitz condition (4.3) witJz constants A, B, C; 
(b) monotonicity conditions (3.1), and’ (3.2j. 
If h and k, both satisfy (4.5), tlzen theye exists a unique solution to tke three-point 
problem (4.1), (4.2) witlz i = j = h = 0 on [a, ~1. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose tkat f (t, y, x, w) satisjies conditions (a) and (b) 03’ 
Theorem 4.6. If k and la, botk satisfy (4.8), tl zen a unique solzltiolz exists on [ol, y] 
jbfbr each of the three problems corresponding to (i,i, h) = (1: 0, 0), (Oo, 0, I), aad 
(1, 0, l), respectively, in (4.1), (4.2). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let f (t, y, x, w) satisfy conditions (a> and (b) of TJzeorem 4.6. 
If h and h, both satisfy (4.7), then tlzere exists a unique solution on [(Y, y] Joy tize 
tlzree-point problem (4. l), (4.2) witR (i, j, k) = (0, 2, 0). 
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